### A Creature Was Stirring
Heather S. Pierczynski, Skylar Hogan

Packed with humor and heart, author Heather Pierczynski and illustrator Skylar Hogan present a laugh-out-loud, refreshing, and irresistibly fun spin on a timeless holiday tale, exploring why exactly only the mouse is singled out in the famous first lines of *The Night Before Christmas*.
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### Oh, Olive!
Lian Cho

In Lian Cho’s hilarious and vibrant debut picture book as author-illustrator, she celebrates the creativity of a young girl breaking from the tradition of her famous artist parents and going against the status quo to express her own unique style.
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### Tokyo Night Parade
J.P. Takahashi, Minako Tomigahara

*Spirited Away* meets *Where the Wild Things Are* by way of *yokai* mythology in this enchanting picture book by debut author J. P. Takahashi and illustrator Minako Tomigahara following a Black Japanese girl as she celebrates what may be her last Night Parade of One Hundred Demons in Tokyo before returning...
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### Bee Bakshi and the Gingerbread Sisters
Emi Pinto

Inspired by *Hansel & Gretel*, this spooky ghost story and touching debut investigates the gingerbread houses that we trap ourselves in when we don’t learn to love ourselves as we are, perfect for fans of *Ghost Squad* and *The Girl and the Ghost*.
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### All That Consumes Us
Erica Waters

*Ninth House* meets *The Dead and the Dark* in this gothic dark academia novel from acclaimed author Erica Waters that delves into the human capacity for great love, great art, and great evil.

**9780063115965**
HarperTeen
Pub Date: 10/17/23
$19.99 USD
416 pages • Hardcover
Young Adult Fiction
Ages 13 and up, Grades 9 to 12

### What Stalks Among Us
Sarah Hollowell

From Sarah Hollowell, author of *A Dark and Starless Forest*, comes a spine-tingling, deliriously creepy YA speculative thriller about two best friends trapped in a corn maze with corpses that look just like them.
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Clarion Books
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### Wrath Becomes Her
Aden Polydoros

*Frankenstein* meets *Inglourious Basterds* in this stunning Jewish historical horror novel from the award-winning author of *The City Beautiful* about a fierce golem created to enact vengeance upon the Nazis.

**9781335458032**
Inkyard Press
Pub Date: 10/10/23
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336 pages • Hardcover
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### Wand
Landra Jennings

A spellbinding middle grade contemporary fantasy about a girl who must band together with newfound friends to find and save her kidnapped sister.
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